
CHAPTER SEVEN

FAIR HOUSING AMENDMENTS

In 1968 the Austin City Council passed a Fair

Housing Ordinance to protect the city's racial minorities

from the housing discrimination that had plagued them for

most of the city's history. Segregationists fearedUthat

this would mean that blacks and latinos would soon begin

to infiltrate their all-white neighborhoods. They called

for a referendum on the new ordinance and, with a well-

financed campaign based on racism, they overturned it.

Throughout the early and mid 1970s, liberal city leaders

took advantage of the increasingly liberal political

climate to enact legislation to protect minorities. They

thus began to chip away at discriminatory practices that

had been holdovers from the "Jim Crow" South.1 One way

the liberals gained influence was by securing positions

on the fifteen member Austin Human Relations Commission

(AHRC), which advised the Council on matters concerning,

1 "Segregation began early, study finds," Austin
American-Statesman, 29 July 1979, sec. C, p. 1.
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among other things, fairness to minorities.2 The 1975-

77 liberal Council passed anti-discrimination ordinances

in the areas of employment opportunity and public

accommodations and sought to re-enact a fair housing

ordinance in the spring of 1977. Their terms ended

before the bill could be passed, however.3 The 1977-79

and 1979-81 councils were led by a conservative alliance

based on support from former segregationists and real-

estate developers. The new conservatives led by Mayor

Carole McClellan, however, realized that popular

sentiment seemed to favor a change. They passed a Fair

Housing Ordinance of their own in 1977.4 Liberals and

lesbian-gay activists opposed the ordinance because the

anti-discrimination clause did not cover sexual

orientation, age, creed and family size. The 1977

ordinance also applied only to rental housing with more

than three units, made the complaint procedure difficult,

and fined violators a meager $200.5 <

In 1978, the AHRC, which was still dominated by

2 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 10 July 1990.

3 ibid.

4 "Fair Housing Ordinance adopted," AAS, morn., 26
August 1977, p. 3.

5 ibid.
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liberal appointees from the mid 1970s, sponsored a study

on patterns of housing discrimination in Austin.

According to an article in the AAS, lesbians and gays,

". . . in terms of legal protection in their search for

housing, . . . are the most despised minority of all."6

The results of the study, released in 1979, were based on

two questionnaire-type surveys, one of the Austin

lesbian-gay community and the other of the community at

large. The first survey estimated Austin's homosexual

population to be 30,000.7 The survey takers sent 242

questionnaires to people on the ALO and GCS mailing

lists. The 144 that were returned showed that two-thirds

of the respondents had faced housing discrimination based

on their sexual orientation.8 Of the remaining third,

30% felt they had escaped discrimination because they had

kept their orientation hidden.9 If these figures were

accurate, over three-quarters of the Austin lesbian-gay

community, or roughly 22,500 people, experienced some

form of housing discrimination. Clearly Mayor

6 "Gays face housing bias, survey shows," AAS,
morn., 29 August 1979, sec. C, p. 8 from "Housing
Patterns Study," AHRC Document, Austin History Center,
Austin, Texas, May 1979.

7 ibid.

8 ibid.

9 ibid.
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McClellan's 1977 assertion, "I can't believe that

homosexuals can't find a place to live in Austin,

Texas."10 was very wide of the mark.

The other questionnaire used in the AHRC study was

randomly distributed to Austin households, with about

1500 responses.11 This questionnaire asked for opinions

about fair housing for a variety of minorities including

lesbians and gays, and indicated that 63.1% of Ausfcin

households were in favor of the inclusion of homosexuals

in an anti-discrimination ordinance.12 This support was

the strongest in Northeast, Central, Near North and East

Austin. In contrast, only 34% of Northwest Austin

favored such a clause, while West Austin gave it roughly

50% support.13 According to the study, "the opinion [to

include lesbians and gays] was shared by most minority

residents" and by a vast majority of people under forty

with some education beyond high school and with low to

moderate incomes.14

The 1979 AHRC study gave badly needed statistical

10 "Mayor suggests dropping homosexual protection in
FHO," AAS, morn., 9 August 1977, p. 1.

11 "Gays face housing, survey shows," AAS.

12 ibid.

13 ibid.

14 ibid.
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data to lesbian-gay activists who sought to change the

Fair Housing Ordinance in their favor. For two years,

however, they did not have the votes on the City Council

to make such a change. Thanks to ALGPC organizing and a

liberal backlash against the real-estate developers in

the 1981 election, it looked like the ordinance would

finally include protection for lesbians and gays.

In May of 1981 ALGPC elected its third Steering.

Committee, which now included two At-Large positions,

giving it a total of twelve members. Former GCS

Coordinator, Ellen Rayfield, was elected as the women's

Co-chair, but nobody ran for the men's Co-chair

position15 until September 1981, when it was taken over

by John Calkin.16 This may have been due to the heavy

workload of the position and to a complacency among gay

leaders that had settled in after the election of a

liberal-dominated city council earlier that year. In

recognition of her organizational skills, the caucus re

elected Donna Johnson to the powerful post of Political

Action Chair.17

On July 9, 1981, the Austin City Council postponed

15 "Officers Elected," AN, June 1981, p. 1.

"ALGPC Officers," AN, 0<

17 "Officers Elected," AN.

16 "ALGPC Officers," AN, October 1981, p. 4.
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its public hearing on changes to the Fair Housing

Ordinance proposed by liberal council members until

council member Ron Mullen could be present.18 The first

opportunity for the postponed hearing was August 6, 1981.

The council was expected to vote on two amendments to the

ordinance, one that protected lesbians and gays, the

elderly, families with children and religious minorities

from housing discrimination, and another that woulaV

strengthen the penalties of the ordinance. The July 1981

ALGPC Newsletter appealed to the lesbian-gay community to

attend the meeting in the council chambers to give "moral

support" to the five council members who had pledged

their votes to the changes.19

In the intervening month, according to ALGPC

Steering Committee member Janna Zumbrun, "the religious

bigots had ample time to organize." Members of

fundamentalist churches from around Austin organized at

least thirteen busloads of people to attend the August 6

public hearing and to state their opposition to

amendments to the Fair Housing Ordinance (FHO) that

favored homosexuals. In the early hours of the meeting,

which began at 6pm and did not end until nearly midnight,

18 "Hearing Rescheduled," AN, July 1981, p. 1; Janna
Zumbrun, interview by the author.

19 "Hearing Rescheduled," AN.
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the fundamentalists appeared to outnumber lesbian-gay

activists by about ten to one.20 The fundamentalists

sang Christian hymns and clung tightly to bibles asv their

leaders

charged that the extension of protection to the
"queers and fairies," as one put it, would lead
to, among other things, rampant sex in the
public parks, an unprecedented rise in child
molestation, the legalization of homosexuality,
and a general deterioration of the country's
moral fiber, a situation which another opponent
compared to the events preceding Hitler's rise
in pre-World War II Germany.21

Despite the fundamentalists numerical superiority, an

unknown observer of the event, who kept track of

positions on the amendments, noted that of the 152 people

who spoke, at least 48 were in favor of the amendments.

Forty-six were obviously against the measures while the

rest were divided; some read bible passages with no

bearing on the proceedings and others split, supporting

only some of the amendment's provisions.22

Because of the pandemonium in the council chambers

and because of questions regarding amendments to the FHO

covering the elderly and people with children, the

20 Janna Zumbrun, "An Overview," AN, August 1981, p.
1.

21 "Council Majority Supports Fair Housing," AN,
August 1981, pp. 1-2.

22 Letter, unsigned, from papers of Janna Zumbrun.
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Council decided to refer the matter back to the AHRC for

further study.23 At the meeting, however, four council

members Trevino, Goodman, Urdy and Duncan, (a majority)

explicitly stated their support for the amendment that

included sexual orientation. Larry Deuser, who had

earlier claimed to be in full support of the lesbian-gay

position, postponed his decision until a later

meeting.24 _^

Austin Citizens for Decency (ACD), which had formed

around the perceived need to attend the public hearing on

proposed amendments to the FHO, stepped up its homophobic

campaign in August 1981. It decided to initiate

legislation that would prevent the city council from

protecting homosexuals.25 Under the terms of the Austin

City Charter, in order to initiate legislation, a group

had to gather the signatures of ten percent of the voting

population (in 1981, this was roughly 19,000 people) and

submit them to the City Clerk for certification. The

City Clerk then had thirty days to verify the signatures.

If enough were certified, then the initiated legislation

went to the City Council, which had the option of either

23 "Council Majority," AN.

24 ibid.

25 "Petitions circulated on gay housing vote," AAS,
morn., 1 September 1981, sec. A, p. 5. -•—
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passing the legislation proposed or submitting it to the

public within ninety days.26

On September 1, 1981, David Sweet, a spokesperson

for ACD, told the AAS that about 19,300 signatures had

been gathered for an initiative that stated: "It shall

not be unlawful to deny housing on the basis of sexual

orientation."27 The Austin Citizens for Decency had

campaigned door-to-door and at polling booths during- an

August city bond election to get the signatures. The

petition list was submitted to City Clerk Grace Monroe,

who determined on October 2 that the ACD initiative was

6,180 signatures short of the required 18,860. The pro-

discrimination group had three weeks in which to gather

and submit the additional signatures and the City Clerk

had another fifteen days in which to verify them.28

This delay, a result of ACD's own miscalculations,

meant that the City Council was not able to put the

initiative on the November 3 ballot as Mayor McClellan

had hoped. The November ballot included a referendum on

the City of Austin's participation in the ill-fated South

26 "Decency group turns in signatures," AAS, eve.,
23 October 1981, sec. A, p. 1.

27 "Petitions circulated," AAS; "Anti-Gay Petitions
Come Up Short," AN, September 1981, p. 1.

28 "Decency group," AAS. ""•
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Texas Nuclear Project. City Council liberals,

unanimously against the project, feared that the

zealously homophobic right-wing that had organized around

the fair housing issue would also vote in favor of the

nuclear project.29 However, with the ACD accounting

error, which made a November vote on the FHO impossible,

they were free to postpone discussion on the time of the

fair housing election until after November 3. —*

The pro-discrimination ACD submitted what it claimed

were 11,000 more legitimate signatures on October 22,

1981, the deadline day.30 On November 5 City Clerk

Monroe announced that ACD had come up with enough

signatures to initiate legislation legalizing

discrimination in housing against homosexuals.31 Two

weeks later, on November 19, at their regular meeting,

all seven council members voted "with little comment" to

put the fairhousing issue by itself on a January 16,

1982, ballot.32 At this time, Austin voters would *

decide whether landlords would be allowed to deny housing

29 "Mayor favors Nov. 3 vote," AAS, morn., 16
September 1981, sec. B, p. 1.

30 "Decency group," AAS.

"Gay-housing foes get magic number for vote,"
AAS, morn., 6 November 1981, sec. A, p. 1.

32 <.City authorizes Jan. 16 election on fair
housing," AAS, morn., 20 November 1981, sec. B, p. -3.
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to tenants on the basis of sexual preferences.

Meanwhile, ALGPC leaders had been actively

organizing for the possibility of a fair housing vote.

They began their Fall Voter Registration drive in earnest

in September 1981, when an election looked imminent.

Their efforts made September a record breaking month for

voter registration. In one night, at Tex's Colorado

Street Bar, ALGPC volunteers put sixty people on th«^

voting rolls, an organizational record.33 Another voter

registration drive, specifically for the January

election, was begun in late October, when the possibility

of an election increasingly became a reality. This drive

lasted until December 16, the last day to register for

the January election. The drives were led by two voter .

registration coordinators, Donna Johnson and John

Calkin.34

ALGPC also began early in the fall of 1981 to raise

money for a possible anti-ACD initiative campaign. *In

addition to the usual drive for increased membership,

which helped the ALGPC treasury, the caucus sponsored

benefits at several local bars to help raise cash.

Benefits often featured a lesbian-gay performer

33 "100s Register to Vote in ALGPC September Drive,"
AN, October 1981, p. 1.

34 ibid.
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(musician, drag queen, strippers etc.) and charged an

entry fee; ALGPC then either collected a percentage or

all of the entry fees. This method raised several '

thousand dollars towards the campaign against

discrimination in the fall of 1981.35

ALGPC leaders drew on their well-established

political links to fight the most important battle that

the lesbian-gay.community in.Austin had ever faced~* In

August and September of 1981 seasoned ALGPC leaders Janna

Zumbrun, Steve Thomas, Donna Johnson and Scottie Scott

approached Austin business and political leaders to ask

them to join in forming a coalition against the Austin

Citizens for Decency.36 The ALGPC strategists

determined that it was wiser to form an ad hoc committee

of well-placed and well-known Austin leaders than for

ALGPC to run their own campaign. In this way, the

campaign was less like a vote for lesbian-gay civil

rights and more of one for basic civil rights.37

In September the Citizens for a United Austin (CUA)

was formed to oppose the ACD. The CUA was a mixture of

35 "Fair Housing's Expensive but Unfair Housing's
even More," AN, September 1981, p. 2; "Fair Housing Fund
Raising," AN, September 1981, p. 2.

36 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author.

37 Donna Johnson, interview by the author.
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business leaders like Robb Southerland, who was chosen to

head the group, and an assortment of minority leaders

like Gabe Guttierrez, women's groups leaders like Cathy

Bonner and liberal clergy like Merle Franke, all of whom

sat on the board of CUA. The only ALGPC member on the

board of CUA was Janna Zumbrun, who acted as Campaign

Director. CUA took the position that the ACD initiative

violated basic human rights. Southerland stated: -JJAs a

businessman and landlord, I find the whole idea of prying

into my renter's personal lives abhorrent and an invasion

of privacy."38

When asked at the time why he wanted to be chairman

of the CUA, Southerland responded that it was "the decent

thing to do."39 His statement reflected the ALGPC

strategy for overturning the initiative. ALGPC leaders

saw that the only way to defeat the initiative was to

shift the focus from lesbian-gay rights to human rights

in general.40 Lesbian-gay leaders were greatly aided by

the awkward and unenforceable nature of the initiative.

Indeed the blatantly discriminatory wording of the

38 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author; "Group
attacks rental measure," AAS, morn., 24 November 1981,
sec. B, p. 1.

39 Donna Johnson, interview by the author.

40 ibid.
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legislation helped CUA leaders convince voters who might

not have supported lesbian-gay rights to oppose the ACD

initiative. Those who were against "special privileges"

for minority groups nonetheless often believed in at

least a sense of fair play. The ACD initiative seemed to

many to be unfair. CUA strategy pointed out the invasion

of privacy to parents whose sons and daughters might be

denied housing, if they chose to live with a college*,

friend of the same sex. They also reminded racial

minorities, who had struggled for many years for civil

rights themselves, that if sexual orientation could

legally be the basis for discrimination, perhaps skin

color could be as well. According to Barnee Escott and

Donna Johnson, who worked on the CUA campaign, these

arguments made sense to the Austinites they were able to

contact.41 However, by late November 1981 Citizens for

a United Austin had only $6000 with which to inform the
i

U rest of the community.42

The Austin Citizens for Decency, under the
i

'-' leadership of IBM employee and fundamentalist Christian,

|; Dr. Steven Hotze, appeared able to draw on thousands of

tithing supporters for their cause. Money was no problem

41 ibid.; Barnee Escott, interview by the author,
written notes, Austin, Texas, 29 September 1990.

42 "Group attacks rental measure," AAS.
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for the pro-discrimination group.43 Instead, ACD needed

popular support. To gain this support, Hotze and the ACD

identified their initiative as a "homosexual" issue: In

a press conference on December 10, 1981, Hotze stated:

"Unless property owners are allowed to deny housing to

homosexuals, they will force their way of life on the

citizens of Austin." 44

CUA's task, then, was to get their pro-human —*

rights/fairness message out. Again, ALGPC's political

connections helped out. Ed Wendler, a well-connected

liberal Austin lawyer and politician, was approached by

ALGPC to sit on the board of Citizens for a United Austin

in August. He accepted and used his connections to

secure a $25,000 loan from local businessman Jarrell

Rubinett, who had been a civil rights leader in Austin in

the late 1960s.45 This large loan, when added to

smaller loans and the proceeds from CUA fundraising

efforts, meant that by the end of December the CUA had a

total of $45,000 to spend on the fair housing campaign.

Some of this went to support three paid full-time staff

43 "Fair Housing's Expensive. . .," AN, September
1981, p. 2.

44 "Citizens' group called radical front," AAS,
morn., 11 December 1981, sec. B, p. 12.

45 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author. ""•
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members, Janna Zumbrun and Donna Johnson of ALGPC and

Scott Van Osdahl, a 1970s leftist politico.

This money was used for a media blitz, a telephone

bank, and extensive mailings to get CUA's message

across.46 The media blitz was coordinated by Dean Rindy

and Associates (Rindy had been a 1960s activist and knew

several ALGPC leaders). This company created radio and

television spots that branded the ACD as unfair and^un-

American in their attempts at discrimination.47 CUA

spent an estimated $20,000 on "ten solid days of radio

and television ads" from January 6-16, 1982.48

Donna Johnson was CUA's Volunteer Coordinator and in

that position she was responsible for finding volunteers

to staff the telephone banks and to prepare mailings.

The CUA's temporary office was located on Oakland and

Sixth Streets and was staffed every day of the week from

mid October to the January election. Johnson helped form

a working steering committee for the campaign, which

included ALGPC members Gary Reese, Scotty Scott, Steve

Thomas and John Calkin, who in turn, recruited more

46 "Housing debate may get heated before Jan. 16,"
AAS, 4 January 1982, sec. B, p. 1.

47 Caroline Scott, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 26 February 1990.

48 "Housing debate," AAS.
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volunteers.49 By January 4, 1982, the telephone banks

had identified nearly 5,000 opponents of the anti-

lesbian-gay housing amendment and, according to CUA4

leader Southerland, they hoped to double or triple that

number by election day.50 In addition to telephone

banks and mailings, the working steering committee also

recruited volunteers like Austin Lambda member Paul

Clover to run a Speakers' Bureau, which furnished —*

speakers for a variety of local civic and religious

groups.51

The Citizens for a United Austin was, indeed, what

Steven Hotze of the ACD called it: "A front group for

radical lesbian-homosexuals."52 Lesbian-gay activists

both organized the group and did a majority of the

campaign work. However, CUA was a front for a group that

most Austinites apparently felt needed support in its

battle for civil rights. Robb Southerland responded to

Hotze's attacks by telling reporters that the ACD was

"groping for an accusation to get folks to ignore the

facts." He then listed dozens of neighborhood groups,

49 Donna Johnson, interview by the author.

50 "Housing debate," AAS.

51 Paul Clover, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 8 February 1990.

52 "citizens' group called radical front," AAS.-
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developers, political activists, civil rights

organizations and church leaders who opposed the anti-

lesbian-gay amendment.53 Two of the most influential of

these supporters were Joan Lava of the League of Women

Voters and Monsignor Reyes, the Bishop of the Austin

Diocese of the Roman Catholic Church, who, along with an

ad hoc committee of 53 Austin ministers, denounced the

ACD initiative as "contrary to Judeo-Christian --*

beliefs."54 On January 16, 1982, 27 percent of

Austin's 200,000 eligible voters (unusually high for an

initiative type election) went to the polls. They

defeated the ACD initiative. The final vote was tallied

in the Palmer Municipal Auditorium, where over 300

supporters of the CUA gathered to watch the election

returns come in. The CUA strategy had been amazingly

successful. The initiative was defeated by an almost

two-to-one margin. The final tally was 36,239 votes

against the amendment (63 percent) and 20,997 votes*for

it (37 percent).55 In a victory speech CUA leader Robb

Southerland jubilantly noted: "Austin sent a message to

53 ibid.

54 "Clergy opposes housing issue," AAS, morn., 2
December 1981, sec. B, p. 1.

55 "Housing measure soundly rejected," AAS, morn.,
17 January 1982, sec. A, p. 1. -
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the rest of the country that it is made up of open-minded

and fair people who don't want anybody to be denied

housing."56 Janna Zumbrun, Campaign Director for CUA,

added:

Lesbians and Gay Men in Austin have stood up
against bigotry and fear. Our straight
brothers and sisters have stood up with us and
together, we've won. . . In the last few weeks
Austin Lesbians and Gay Men have been slandered
and attacked, but this election has shown the
city without a doubt who its really decent --*.
citizens are.57

Zumbrun, of course, was alluding to the Austin Citizens

for Decency, which had tried the Anita Bryant trick of

fanning homophobia through concern for children. ACD

leader Hotze had claimed: "To increase their ranks, they

recruit, and they'll recruit your children."58 Austin

voters rejected this argument in response to what the

Dallas Morning News called "an unprecedented broad-based

coalition to fight discrimination."59 The CUA blurred

political lines and incurred a $15,000 debt to achieve

the victory. The debt was paid off over the ensuing

56 ibid.

57 "Anti-Gays Crushed in Housing Vote," AN, January
1982, p. 1.

58 "Groups brace for showdown over housing," AAS,
morn., 10 January 1982, sec. C, p. 1.

59 "Austin anti-gay drive thwarted," Dallas Morning
News, 17 January 1982, sec. A, p. 1. -•
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months by fundraisers, but the political coalition

lingered to guard against further fundamentalist attempts

at depriving lesbians and gays of their civil rights.60

On February 18, 1982, Austin became the seventeenth

city in the United States to protect lesbians and gays

from housing discrimination.61 The City Council voted

five to two to amend Austin's Fair Housing Ordinance to

include protection based on sexual orientation. Th«*five

ALGPC endorsees, Charles Urdy, Richard Goodman, Roger

Duncan, John Trevino and Larry Deuser, all voted for the

pro-lesbian-gay amendment, as they had promised to do.

They even went one step further and passed the amendments

on an "emergency basis," which according to the Austin

City Charter, meant that they could never be repealed by

referendum.62 Austin's lesbian-gay community could

finally be assured that legal institutions would protect

them from the crudest forms of discrimination. They had

fought a hard battle and they had won. •*

60 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author.

61 "Council votes to amend FHO," AAS, morn., 19
February 1982, sec. B, p. 1.

62 "Council Passes Housing Amendments," AN, March
1982, p. 1. —


